Real-Time Drivers (RTD) are a new and innovative drivers set supporting real-time software on AUTOSAR® and non-AUTOSAR applications targeting Arm® Cortex®-M cores and ISO 26262 compliance for all software layers, providing full IP and features:

- AUTOSAR by creating a rich ecosystem, considering Complex Device Drivers (CDD) and a wide range of standard drivers
- Non-AUTOSAR applications for low-level drivers for highly-optimized code

RTD also offers possible integration on the platform level of middleware (FATFS for EEP, FEE for FLS derived from MCAL) and stacks (LIN, NFC, TCIP). AUTOSAR functionalities (multicore, user mode) are also expanded to a non-AUTOSAR environment, previously only available for AUTOSAR.
View additional information for **Real-Time Drivers (RTD)**.
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